Structural induction is a proof technique that is widely used to prove statements about discrete structures. Students find it hard to construct inductive proofs, and when learning to construct such proofs, receiving feedback is important. In this paper we discuss the design of a tutoring system, LogInd, that helps students with constructing stepwise inductive proofs by providing hints, next steps and feedback. As far as we know, this is the first tutoring system for structural induction with this functionality. We explain how we use a strategy to construct proofs for a restricted class of problems. This strategy can also be used to complete partial student solutions, and hence to provide hints or next steps. We use constraints to provide feedback. A pilot evaluation with a small group of students shows that LogInd indeed can give hints and next steps in almost all cases.
Introduction
Discrete structures play an important role in many domains, and are foundational for mathematics, logic, and computer science. Examples of such structures are natural numbers, data structures such as lists and trees, but also complex structures such as programming languages. Structural induction is a proof technique that is widely used to prove statements about inductively defined, discrete structures. Mathematical induction can be viewed as a special kind of structural induction, using the inductive definition of the natural numbers as the underlying structure.
Because discrete structures and structural induction are foundational for mathematics and computer science, they form an integral part of educational programs. For example, proof techniques are part of the ACM Computer Science curriculum. 1 Courses that address proof techniques often require students not only to learn how to prove consequences in a formal system, but also to reason about formal systems, and to independently construct a proof for a statement. A typical example of an exercise that occurs in many textbooks on logic and proof techniques is the following: prove that the number of left parentheses in a logical formula is equal to the number of right parentheses. Such a property can be proved by structural induction, where the structure of the proof follows the structure of the inductive definition of the logical language. Students have to learn this proof technique to construct more fundamental proofs, such as the soundness of a proof system. Textbooks and teachers typically instruct students on how to do this, provide some examples, and then let students practice with constructing proofs themselves. As with learning any subject, students need feedback when they are learning how to construct their own proofs [14] . Such feedback can take several forms: it may be about the progress of a student, about recommending a next task to solve, or about the difference between the proof constructed by a student and an expected proof. In this paper we focus on the latter kind of feedback. This paper discusses the design of a tutoring system for practicing proving statements about inductively defined, discrete structures. Some core features of the system are that it gives feedback on the steps a student takes towards a solution, and hints about which step to take next. We use the knowledge about misconceptions students have to determine what feedback to give. Students have some freedom in setting up their proof, and the system helps in reaching the learning goal of independently constructing a proof for statements about inductively defined discrete structures. Two advantages of our system are that it gives immediate feedback, and that it is scalable because feedback is calculated automatically. This paper is organized as follows. After introducing our terminology in Section 2, we discuss related work in Section 3. Our research is partly motivated by students' problems with induction, discussed in Section 4. Section 5 describes the interface and functionality of LogInd, and in Section 6 we show how this functionality is realized. A pilot experiment is discussed in Section 8, and we conclude in Section 9 with conclusions and ideas for future work.
Terminology
We use an example exercise to illustrate the terminology concerning inductive proofs that we use in this paper. The text of the exercise is:
"The propositional language L has atoms p, q, r, ... and connectives ¬, ∧ and →. We define two functions on this language: a function prop counting all occurrences of propositional letters, and a function bin counting the number of binary connectives. These functions are inductively defined by:
where p is an atom, and is ∧ or →. Prove with induction that prop (φ ) = bin (φ ) + 1 for any formula φ in the language L."
The statement prop (φ ) = bin (φ ) + 1 in the last sentence is the theorem or property that has to be proven. The structure of an inductive proof for this theorem can be deduced from the inductive definition of the language L. The base case consists of a proof of the theorem for atomic formulae. There is an inductive case for each of the connectives in the language. For instance, a proof of the conjunction case is a proof that from the assumption that if the theorem holds for φ and ψ (i.e. prop (φ ) = bin (φ ) + 1 and prop (ψ) = bin (ψ) + 1) it follows that the theorem also holds for φ ∧ ψ (i.e. prop (φ ∧ ψ) = bin (φ ∧ ψ) + 1). The assumption that the theorem holds for some arbitrary formulae φ and ψ is the induction hypothesis. A subproof is a part of the complete inductive proof where a base case or inductive case is proven.
Related work
Tools that assist a user in constructing structural induction proofs may have different functionalities or purposes. In this section we describe four different kinds of tools: automated theorem provers, proof assistants with didactic functionality, e-learning tools for mathematical induction, and e-learning tools for structural induction.
Bundy [7] states that Gödel's incompleteness theorem implies that it is impossible to construct a completely automatic inductive theorem prover, and that Kreisel's result on cut-elimination [17] implies that inductive proofs in general will need intermediate lemmas. Hence, automated theorem provers for induction are proof assistants that use several heuristics to try to automatically prove theorems as much as possible. The classical literature on automated theorem proving, for example the handbook of Boyer-Moore [5] , describes strategies to find structural induction proofs. This includes different ways of using the induction hypothesis (weak and strong fertilization), selection of the induction variable, and the recognition of the need for extra lemmas. More recent research adds the use of rippling as an important technique [6] . To use an automated theorem prover a user should have a thorough understanding of inductive proofs. Because the concept of induction is the learning goal in courses on proof techniques, using such provers in education is in general not very helpful.
Proof assistants such as Tutch [1] and Minifn [24] have been developed for educational purposes. Tutch is based on a high-level proving language, which allows step sizes resembling the steps in a penand-paper proof. Minifn tries to integrate functional programming with mathematical induction in a way that students can quickly learn how to use the proof assistant. Although these proof assistants are much easier to use than regular theorem provers, they remain assistants. They do not offer exercises, nor do they provide feedback or hints.
A couple of e-learning tools support learning mathematical induction. In EAsy, an e-assessment system, a student practices with different kinds of proof exercises, using rules and proof strategies from a drop-down menu [12] . For a problem requiring a proof by induction, the system pre-structures the proof in a base case and an inductive case, and it provides the induction hypothesis. The system performs a selected rule, which ensures that a student cannot make a mistake in applying a rule. Since there are quite a lot of rules and the exercises are non-trivial, a student easily can get lost: in an evaluation 41% of the students mentions having problems in selecting the right rule from the extensive ruleset. Completed proofs are graded automatically, but incomplete proofs have to be graded by hand. EAsy shows a student that she completed a proof or subproof successfully, but does not provide any other feedback.
In the Intelligent Book, a student practices exercises on mathematical induction [4] . This e-learning system uses MathTiles, predefined templates, which have to be completed by the student. An automated theorem prover, Isabelle, is used in the backend to check correctness and provide simplifications. As in EAsy, the system automatically generates the goals for the different cases. The authors state that this is necessary since Isabelle only accepts these goals when they are exactly equal to the goals in the prover. Simplification can be performed automatically, but when, for example, an application of the induction hypothesis is needed, simplification is not accepted. The tool provides hints in some cases, based on teacher scripts.
ComIn-M contains electronic exercise sheets [28] . The system is developed as part of the SAiL-M project, and extends an earlier e-assessment tool [22] . These sheets also contain pre-structured mathematical induction exercises, and combine multiple choice exercises about stating the induction hypothesis with open exercises to prove a base case and an inductive case. Students have to state the inductive case before proving it. A nice feature of ComIn-M is the possibility to work in two directions. Feedback and hints are provided automatically.
The website 2 accompanying the textbook Discrete Mathematics: Mathematical Reasoning and Proof with Puzzles, Patterns and Games by D. Ensley and W. Crawley [9] contains a set of interactive exercises in which given a property P, a student first has to deduce P (n + 1) from P (n) for concrete values, and then for an arbitrary value n. In this way, a student gets some intuition behind induction before she proves the inductive case.
We found only two systems addressing structural induction. The most extensive system is Polycarpou's e-book, which is a complete educational environment for learning structural induction. She emphasizes foundational concepts, such as structures, sets and closed sets. A separate chapter introduces inductive definitions. Animations show how these definitions generate inductive sets. Interactivity is restricted to multiple choice, drag and drop, and fill in the blank exercises, which implies that a student does not independently complete an inductive proof.
Stanford's online Introduction to Logic course 3 does offer the possibility to construct complete structural induction proofs in its open online logic course. However, in the course material induction is combined with natural deduction, causing long and abstract proofs. It is possible to ask for a complete solution to an exercise, but the system does not give feedback on mistakes, nor hints on how to proceed. The site also offers a proof assistant that combines structural induction with Hilbert-style proofs.
Students' problems with structural induction
Students have problems with constructing inductive proofs. Several studies identify misconceptions students have with mathematical induction, and analyze the underlying reasons for these misconceptions [3, 8, 10, 13, 25, 26] . In her thesis, Polycarpou studies possible causes of problems students have with structural induction [27] . Her hypothesis is that a lack of understanding of set theoretical concepts is one of the main causes of these problems. To investigate this hypothesis, she performed an experiment in which students have to answer six questions about a fancy inductively defined language IPO (a fictive programming language). The base elements of this language are lower case characters. There are two inductive rules to construct new words: by concatenating two IPO words by an underscore, and by putting quotes around an IPO word. The first four questions test whether a student understands this definition: the student has to indicate which words are IPO words in a given set of words, give the minimal length of an IPO word, determine whether or not IPO words have a maximum length, and construct an IPO word of length greater than 6. The fifth question prepares for the last question by asking if it is possible to construct a word of length 8. Finally, in the last question students have to tell whether an IPO word can have even length, and in case the answer is no, prove that all IPO words have odd length. Students participating in this experiment are enrolled in a course 'Logic for Computer Science' and they have practiced with mathematical induction in an earlier course on discrete mathematics. As a pre test, students have to answer these exercises two months before the lessons on induction. After these (traditional classroom) lessons a comparable set of exercises is given as a post test.
In the pre test, students particularly experience problems with the exercise on identifying IPO words, the problem about a word with length 8, and the inductive proof. The results on these questions are much better in the post test, but still the inductive proof is too hard for 44% of the students. The author claims that there is a correlation between performance on the first five questions and performance on the inductive proof, but this correlation is not statistically motivated. Instead, she calculates the ratio between students who perform well on both the inductive set exercises and the inductive proof exercise (71%), and the ratio between students who do not perform well on both (83%). She notes that some students find an (incorrect) IPO word with length 8, but manage to prove that all IPO words have odd lengths. Another observation is that some students seem to copy an example treated in the course without the necessary adaptations. These students define inductive cases for negation and conjunction, instead of for the IPO constructors. The conclusion of Polycarpou is that lack of understanding of an inductive definition is indeed a main cause of problems with induction, and that the traditional way of teaching results in procedural knowledge without conceptual understanding for some students.
To investigate whether students entering the master Computer Science at the Open University of the Netherlands, a distance learning university, experience similar problems, we analyze the solutions to a homework assignment of 20 of these students. Before being admitted to the Computer Science master program, students have to take a course in logic. Structural induction is one of the topics in this course. Unlike the students participating in Polycarpou's experiment, almost none of these students has experience with mathematical induction. Furthermore, their background in mathematics is usually weaker than that of bachelor students at a regular university. The homework assignment is optional, but gives extra credits at the exam.
In the first part of the homework assignment (Exercise 1), students have to give an inductive definition of a function len, which returns the length of a propositional formula. The next question (Exercise 2) asks to give an inductive definition of a postfix function * that rewrites all conjunctive subformulae φ ∧ ψ of a formula into the equivalent subformula ¬(¬φ ∨ ¬ψ). The last question (Exercise 3) asks for an inductive proof of the following property: len (φ * ) 3 len (φ )−2 for all formulae φ . This assignment differs from Polycarpou's: it does not test the understanding of inductively defined sets, but instead tests the understanding of inductively defined functions (in exercises 1 and 2).
As Polycarpou, we expect correlations between performance on the first two exercises and the last exercise. Since the number of participating students is too low for a statistic test, we perform a similar calculation as Polycarpou. Students who do not receive full points for the first two exercises (11 students), are almost all (10) unable to complete the third exercise. However, from the students who receive full points (9) only 2 manage to complete the inductive proof. We conclude that for these students Exercise 3 is too difficult to complete without help, but most students have fewer problems with the inductive function definitions. Table 1 shows the results on the first two exercises. Most students provide a correct definition, but some students add an induction hypothesis to this definition. Since students can make several mistakes, for example, 'no correct cases' and 'an incorrectly added induction hypothesis', the sum of the percentages in Table 1 (and also Table 2 ) is more than 100%.
We looked further into mistakes students made in the proof exercise. As shown in Table 2 , the inductive part of the proof most often goes wrong, and the most common error is assigning a fixed length to a compound formula (for example, len (φ ∧ ψ) = 3). The inductive definition does not seem the bottleneck, since 70% of the students (see the columns 'correct' + 'correct use of IH, but incomplete' + 'correct ind def, no use of IH' in Table 2 ) apply these definitions in their proof. The assumption φ * = φ made by some students could be a symptom of conceptual misunderstanding of an inductive definition, but could also be used because a student does not know how to apply the induction hypothesis. We conclude that although problems with inductive definitions may certainly play a role in the results in the inductive proofs, the understanding of the role of the induction hypothesis and the way this hypothesis can be used is perhaps a more important cause of problems. We think that the remedy of Polycarpou (an intelligent tutoring system that mainly focuses on theoretical foundations) probably will not be the best solution for our students, since the concept of inductive sets does not seem to be their main problem, and her approach might be too theoretical. Instead we concentrate on an e-learning tool that guides students interactively through the construction of an inductive proof. 
LogInd, a tool for teaching structural induction
This section describes LogInd, a tool that supports students with constructing inductive proofs. Experience with other intelligent tutoring systems for logic (LogEx for rewriting propositional formulae [19] , and LogAx for Hilbert-style axiomatic proofs [18] ) shows that students benefit from a system where they can enter solutions stepwise, get feedback after each step, and can ask for a hint or next step at any moment, or receive a worked-out solution. The possibility to add proof steps both backwards and forwards in these systems resembles the way an exercise is solved with pen and paper. We use the same approach in LogInd. Since some students have hardly any idea how to start an inductive proof, LogInd offers guidance in structuring the proof. We also want students to be aware of the kind of steps they perform in the proof, for example, applying the induction hypothesis or an inductive definition of a given function. Hence, LogInd asks for a justification at each step. Students do not have to justify simple calculation steps, such as distributing a multiplication over an addition, and we allow calculation steps at different levels of granularity. Therefore, LogInd checks calculations by normalizing the submitted expression. LogInd guides a student through a proof by structuring the proof in three parts: a proof of the base case, stating the induction hypotheses, and a proof of the inductive cases. After presenting the exercise, LogInd asks the student first to state what is to be proven in the base case, see Figure 1 . If this is correct the student is asked to complete the proof of the base case, and to continue with stating the induction hypotheses, see Figure 2 . For the inductive cases, LogInd again first asks what the different cases are, and what has to be proven in these cases. A complete proof is shown in Figure 3 .
LogInd uses a domain reasoner to provide hints, next steps, feedback, and complete solutions. A domain reasoner is an expert module that performs all reasoning about the domain [11] . Thus far, LogInd only offers exercises about properties of a propositional language. We introduce the term 'counting A counting function count is an inductively defined function such that
where p i is a propositional letter, and a binary connective.
The properties that have to be proven take the following form: P 1 (φ ) comp P 2 (φ ), where comp is a comparator (=, <, , >, ) and P i (φ ), i = 1, 2 is either a truth value, number or formula:
• if P i (φ ) is a truth value, it is an expression V (g (φ )) or a constant where V is a valuation and g an inductive function from the language L to L; • if P i (φ ) is a natural number, the right-hand side is a linear combination of expressions f (g (φ ))
where f is a counting function and g an inductively defined function from L to L, the left-hand side is a single expression f (g (φ ));
is a a formula, it is equal to an expression g (φ ) where g is an inductively defined function from L to L; • valuations V may have predefined properties such as V (p) = 1, but if the comparator in the theorem is an equality, these properties may also only make use of equalities (since in our proof system it is not possible to prove an equality from inequalities).
The restriction in the second option that the left-hand side is a single term f (g (φ )) while the right-hand side may contain a linear combination of terms is not a real restriction, since a statement where both the left-and right-hand side contain linear expressions can always be rewritten into this form. The restriction will enable us to treat the induction hypothesis as a rewrite rule. Examples of exercises in this format are: This class of problems offers sufficient possibilities for relatively simple exercises, where students can get acquainted with inductive proofs. In the next section we show that for this class we can generate solutions, hints and next steps, without the need for advanced techniques as used by automatic theorem provers.
Generation of solutions, hints and next steps
In general, automatic proof generation for induction problems is undecidable [2, 7] . Problems that might seem easy, such as the proof for associativity of list concatenation for a single list ((l :: l) :: l = (l :: l) :: l), already need advanced methods to be proven automatically (in this case generalization of the first occurrence of l) [7] . Automatic theorem provers use sophisticated techniques such as rippling and lemma generation to solve inductive problems [6, 7] . It is not our goal to teach students these techniques, and by restricting ourselves to the class of problems described in the previous section, we only need a straightforward strategy to solve such exercises. The problem-solving strategy we use is part of our domain reasoner. The strategy first uses the definition of the language to decide what has to be proven in the base cases, and which inductive cases Figure 1 in LogInd have to be treated. We only allow a single formula variable in a property, so we do not have to ask which variable will be used for induction. Inductive functions are represented as rewrite rules, just as the induction hypothesis. Apart from some technical details, the strategy first applies the inductive definitions of the functions occurring in the statement. The strategy rewrites both the right-hand and left-hand side of the statement. Hence, the strategy supports the possibility to complete a subproof by working in two directions. In case the inductive function has natural numbers as the codomain, the next step (if necessary) is a distribution of the multiplication such that the left-hand side and right-hand side become linear combinations of terms that occur in the induction hypothesis. Now we can apply the induction hypothesis to occurrences of the left-hand side of this hypothesis in the left-hand side formula in the proof. After this application only some normalizing elementary calculations might be needed to complete the proof. For our restricted class of problems this strategy always finds a solution. We provide a sketch of a proof of this statement in Appendix A. Students will not always follow this strategy. For example, they might apply the induction hypothesis before rewriting the right-hand side of a statement applying the inductive definitions, or vary in the calculations. Also in these cases, LogInd continues with applying the strategy. Hence, a next step can be provided as long as the strategy's rules are applicable. After application of these rules, normalization is sufficient to complete the proof. We expect that almost all student steps will be such that LogInd can indeed provide a hint or next step based on the student solution. The evaluation described in Section 8 gives evidence for this claim.
Our strategy differs from the method advocated by Bundy [7] . The difference is in the way we use the induction hypothesis. Bundy recommends strong fertilization: the isolation of the induction hypothesis in an inductive case and replacement of this hypothesis by True. Our strategy uses weak fertilization: substituting the left-hand side of the induction hypothesis by the right-hand side. Bundy advises the use of strong fertilization since the use of weak fertilization generally results in longer and more complicated proofs. For our restricted class of problems, this is not the case. Since most pen-and-paper proofs use weak fertilization, we also use weak fertilization in our strategy.
Constraints and feedback
From the analysis of the homework assignment, we expect our students to make various kinds of mistakes while practicing with LogInd. Examples of potential mistakes are:
• treating metavariables φ and ψ as atoms, for example, resulting in the rewriting of length (φ ∧ ψ) into 3 in the proof of an inductive case; • omission of a case, for example negation;
• use of only = and when a statement P 1 (φ ) < P 2 (φ ) has to be proven; • forgetting to state the induction hypothesis before using it.
In our other tutoring systems for logic we use buggy rules to generate feedback in case a student makes a mistake. Buggy rules typically relate to mistakes on the level of single steps. An example of such a buggy rule is forgetting to change a disjunction in a conjunction in an application of DeMorgan while rewriting a formula into normal form. Mistakes in an inductive proof can be on the level of a step, for instance rewriting length (φ ∧ ψ) to 3, but also on the level of a subproof. An example of an error in a subproof is using between each of the steps when the goal is to prove an equality. In this case, each of the steps is correct, but the overall relation between the first and last line of the proof is instead of =. An example of an error on the level of the whole inductive proof is the omission of a case. These mistakes are easily formulated as constraint violations. For example, the composition of the relations between the lines in a proof should imply the relation between left-hand side and right-hand side in the theorem that is proven. We think that constraints can be put to good use for this domain.
Ohlsson [23] first described the role of constraints in learning. Mitrovic used the concept in the development of an SQL tutor [20] and many other tutors. Constraints characterize correct solutions by providing a relevance condition and a satisfaction condition: if the relevance condition holds, the solution should satisfy the satisfaction condition. Some important reasons for using constraints in the development of tutoring systems are that constraints partially play the role of buggy rules, the construction of which is very time consuming, and that constraints can also be used to give feedback if student solutions diverge from model solutions or are partial [20, 21] .
LogInd uses constraints to provide feedback and guidance. Heeren and Jeuring [15] describe the diagnose service used by a domain reasoner to provide feedback. Figure 4 is based on this description, and shows how we incorporate constraints in the diagnosis. Our diagnose service receives a (partial) student solution and checks whether or not this submission violates a set of constraints. We divide the constraints in constraints on the level of steps, on the level of subproofs, and on the level of proofs.
• Constraints on the level of steps check:
-if the rewriting of a line (for example the application of an inductive definition) is correct; -if the induction hypothesis is applied correctly; -if comparators (=, < ..) are used correctly in a single step; -if the justification is correct.
• Constraints on the level of subproofs check:
-if the first and last line of each subproof are instances of the left-hand side respectively righthand side of the theorem; -if these instantiations are valid cases (atomic base cases, inductive cases only for connectives in the language); -if the induction hypothesis (when present) is correctly formulated; -if comparators (=, <, ..) are used correctly at the level of subproofs (i.e. if the composition of the comparators in the subproof equals the comparator in the theorem).
• Constraints on the level of complete proofs check:
-if all inductive cases correspond to connectives in the language; -if the induction hypothesis is stated before use, with the same metavariables; -if an inductive case or special base case is missing.
To check a proof at the level of a step, the domain reasoner compares the student submissions with the result of the application of possible rules, and accepts the student submission if it is similar to one of these results. Here, a simple normalizing calculation transforms the submission and the generated result into the same expression. For example, application of the induction hypotheses in the example of Figure 3 results in bin (φ ) + 1 + bin (ψ) + 1, but a submission bin (φ ) + bin (ψ) + 2 is also accepted.
If no constraint is violated, the domain reasoner compares the new submission with the previous (last correct) submission, and determines if these are similar. If these submissions are similar, the domain reasoner gives feedback about this. A submission that is not similar may follow the implemented strategy, which is diagnosed as 'expected'. When the step does not follow the strategy, but is recognized by the domain reasoner, the diagnosis is a 'detour'. This happens, for example, when a student starts with completing the inductive case for implication before negation. The interface will tell the student that this step is correct, and the student can continue with the exercise. Since there are no violations, every step in the submission is already recognized, which means that the last option (no rule detected) only happens when the student submission contains more than one new line. Again, the interface will provide a message 'this is correct'.
Our experience is that the diagnosis 'failure' of a constraint is not enough to provide informative feedback. For example, a constraint on the exercise in Figure 1 could be that the first line of an inductive case should be an instantiation of the left-hand side of the theorem prop (φ ) = bin (φ ) + 1, with φ substituted by ¬α, α ∧ β or α → β , where α = β and α, β ∈ {φ , ψ }. Now a student can violate this constraint in different ways, for example by • using a connective that is not in the language;
• instantiating with an atomic formula;
• instantiating with a metavariable that is not used in the induction hypothesis;
• introducing an expression that is not an instantiation at all.
Each of these violations stem from a different misconception, and we want to give different feedback messages in each case. We solve this by specifying failure messages for different constraints, and call this use of constraints 'buggy constraints' as proposed by Kodaganallur et al. [16] . One of the problems of the use of constraints as mentioned by Kodagallur et al. [16] and Mitrovic [20] is the violation of two or more constraints at the same time. We solve this by ordering the constraints: for example, constraints about instantiations get a higher priority than constraints about the application of a rule.
Apart from 'strong' constraints that may not be violated, we also use soft constraints to guide a Figure 4 : Structure of the diagnose feedback service: the incorporation of constraints is new student through a proof. These constraints check for each of the subproofs if they are introduced and if they are finished. After a diagnosis, the user interface can call the feedback service 'constraints', which reports the status of each of the subproofs. The result can be used to provide a message such as: 'the base case is finished, continue with the formulation of the induction hypothesis'.
The way we use constraints in LogInd differs in some aspects from the original use. One difference is the fact that LogInd has a strategy which produces solutions, and while checking the next step of a student, LogInd first tries to recognize this step. LogInd can hence be conceived as a constraint-based solver as described in Kodaganallur et al. [16] . Moreover, we use constraints not only to provide feedback on errors, but also to guide a student.
Evaluation
In April 2019 we performed a small pilot experiment with a group of 15 students taking an online logic course in preparation of admission to the master in Computer Science at the Open University of the Netherlands. Before the experiment, these students handed in the homework assignment described in Section 4. The experiment consisted of an online instruction about the use of LogInd, followed by the possibility to practice. During the experiment students could ask questions by using the chat functionality of the learning environment. The questions that we would like to answer with this experiment are:
1. does LogInd behave as expected, i.e., provide hints and next steps, and give a correct diagnosis?
2. what kind of problems do students have while working with LogInd?
3. how do students use LogInd? 4. can we see effects of the use of LogInd in the way students perform pen-and-paper exercises?
In Section 6 we claim that we can provide a hint or next step at any moment, also if a student does not follow the preferred strategy by LogInd. We analyze the loggings to check this claim. From the 1612 calls obtained from student interactions (a diagnosis, a hint, a next step, or a full solution), 398 calls ask for a hint or a next step. In 25 cases (6%) LogInd cannot provide such a step. Further analysis shows that since students repeat their call several times, this only happens in five different cases (1%). In all Figure 5 : Template for starting a base case of these cases LogInd could not provide a hint or next step because it diagnoses the exercise as 'ready'. This was a bug, resulting from a use of LogInd that we had not anticipated: some students did not start a base case with the statement that they have to prove, but they submit the first two lines of a proof of the base case, for example the subproof:
In such a case LogInd decided that this step was correct and that this subproof was finished since all steps are motivated, without checking whether indeed the base case has been proven. When a student asked for a hint after the other subproofs were (correctly) finished, LogInd could not provide such a hint. We repaired this bug, and since this was the only reason that no hint or next step was available, we expect that LogInd now indeed provides this kind of feed forward (i.e. hints and next steps) in all circumstances.
We use the remarks made by students in the chat during the experiment and the loggings to answer the second question. From these remarks and the loggings we learned that students had quite a lot of problems with the interface. Students should start an exercise with a response to the question 'what do you have to prove in the base case?'. They should fill in their answer in a template as shown in Figure 5 . For the first exercise, the exercise of the example in Section 2, this means that on the first line, a student should enter prop (p), then choose the equality sign (=) from the drop-down list and enter the right-hand side bin (p)+1 in the bottom line. In their first attempt, none of the participating students entered this first step correctly. Ten students did not realize that they first had to answer this question before completing the proof or did not know what to prove. They provided answers such as for example prop (p) = 1 or prop (φ ) = bin (φ ) + 1. Three students entered the whole statement prop (p) = bin (p) + 1 on the first line, one student added a wrong justification (definition of the inductively defined function prop), and one student replaced the ? by an empty string, which at that time was not accepted by LogInd.
A second source of problems was the use of the send button. A student only gets feedback after clicking this button. If a student enters several lines before clicking this button, it was hard to find the place where the feedback referred to, especially since at the time of the experiment we were still developing the constraints. So a student might receive the message 'this step is not correct' without a clue which step should be repaired. Also, when a student asked for a hint after receiving an error message, this hint was based on the latest correct submission. Hence, this hint might relate to the application of a rule in (for example) a base case, while the student was working on an inductive case.
To answer the third question, how do students use LogInd, we also looked at the loggings. The problems described in the previous section combined with the conceptual and technical problems students have with induction caused a high hint and next step use (25% of the student interactions in the Table 3 : Results and mistakes in the first submission of homework assignment 3 and in the improved second submission (number of students) loggings). However, students did enter steps themselves and asked for a diagnosis (1078 requests, 67%), where 619 steps were diagnosed as correct. Half of the participating students were able to construct (parts of) a subproof, some of them using hints or next steps in between, but the other students had too many problems with the interface. Students who solved the homework assignment before the experiment, could use LogInd without too many problems.
To answer the last question, we analyzed resubmissions of students' homework. Students whose homework assignment was not correct had to submit the assignment again. We hoped to use these improved assignments as a kind of post test. However, three students submitted their corrections before the experiment, and one student did not submit a new version. The results of the remaining seven students can be found in Table 3 . We use the same characterizations of solutions as in Table 2 , except for the solution label 'incorrect use of IH', which did not occur in the first submissions. The first column shows the results on the first submissions of the homework assignment by the group of students who practiced with LogInd and submitted a new version after the experiment. The results of this second submission is shown in the second column. The last two columns show the same data for the group of students who did not practice with LogInd. The second submission is in both groups better than the first attempt. The number of students is too low to conclude if practicing with LogInd has more effect than the comments by the teacher on the first attempt.
Conclusion and future work
We have discussed the design of a tutoring system for learning how to prove statements about inductively defined discrete structures. As far as we know, LogInd is the first such tutoring system. A student constructs her proof stepwise, and LogInd provides help (hints, next steps, and elaborate feedback on errors) at each step. A pilot evaluation showed that LogInd indeed can provide help in almost all situations. Half of the students in the experiment could construct (parts of) a proof by themselves, but the other half had too many problems with the interface and the exercises. The number of students who participated in the experiment was too low to decide whether students indeed learn by using LogInd. We noticed that homework submissions by students who had practiced with LogInd were more clearly structured, and contained more justifications of different steps.
In a next experiment we will evaluate the constraints: is the information in a feedback message correct, and do these messages help students to correct their submission? We will test an alternative interface, where students can enter their steps in a text field, and we will also compare a guided version with a non-guided version. In the future we might also incorporate exercises about induction in other domains, such as for example lists or functional programs.
